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Let P and w be the sets of homographies {Pi } and weights {wi },
respectively. Our non-uniform PSF estimation involves computing
P using image registration and updating weights w using a leastsquare solution in an iterative optimization process.
To compute P, we first rearrange the order of homographies in Eq.
(1) and obtain
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Figure 1: Non-uniform motion deblurring. Top row: Input images.
Bottom row: Our non-uniform deblurring result and a uniform deblurring result.
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Introduction

This paper presents a novel blind motion deblurring method for
dealing with non-uniform blurs caused by camera shakes. While
there are recent works for non-uniform motion deblurring [Whyte
et al. 2010; Joshi et al. 2010], those approaches either limit the freedom of camera motions or require special hardware. Our method is
based on a novel representation of motion blurs, which models the
blur effects using a set of homographies [Tai et al. to appear]. This
representation can fully describe the motions of camera shakes in
3D world, which cause non-uniform motion blurs. Our main contribution is the blind motion deblurring algorithm associated with this
representation. We solve the ill-posed non-uniform point spread
function (PSF) estimation problem by transforming it into a wellposed image registration problem that estimates homographies. To
improve the robustness of our method, we use two input images for
deblurring. Our method is experimented with both synthetic and
real world examples, and produces superior deblurring results compared to previous methods.
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Non-uniform Motion Deblurring

We represent non-uniform motion blurs caused by camera shakes
using
b

=
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where the left-hand side is the residual image for the homographiy
Pi . Using Eq. (2), estimating each Pi is reduced to an image
registrationPproblem that minimizes the difference between wi Pi l
and b −
w P l, where wj and Pj are results from the
j6=i j j
previous iteration. This problem can be effectively solved using
a Lucas-Kanade image registration method [Baker and Matthews
2004]. In other words, we do not directly solve the ill-posed PSF
estimation problem, but the well-posed image registration problem.
After updating the homographies,
we compute w that

 minimizes
||b − Lw||2 , where L = P1 l P2 l · · · Pp l and p is the
number of homographies.
Once (P, w) is computed, we obtain an intermediate latent image
l with fixed (P, w) using the deconvolution method in [Tai et al.
to appear] with a sparsity prior. At the next iteration, (P, w) is
newly computed using the updated latent image l. This iterative
process progressively refines the PSF parameters (P, w) and the
latent image l. To avoid poor local minima and to increase the
stability of the algorithm, we adopt a multi-scale approach using
a Gaussian pyramid. At the coarsest level, we use Pi = I and
wi = 1/p for initial homographies and weights. For the latent
image l at the coarsest level, the downsampled version of one input
image provides the initial value for the other to avoid the trivial
delta function solution in PSF estimation.
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Experimental Results

Fig. 1 shows an example of our non-uniform deblurring method
and its comparison to uniform motion deblurring. More deblurring
results are provided in the supplementary material, and demonstrate
that our method estimates and removes real camera motion blurs
better than previous methods.
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